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Synopsis
This book presents the events of the Falklands War from the Argentinian point of view from initial decision to invade through to their defeat. The work concentrates on military events in the Falklands with special reference to incidents such as the sinking of the Belgrano. The book is based on interviews with Argentinians, servicemen from the actual army, navy and airforce units who fought in the Falklands plus Argentinian documents and published accounts which have been released since the war. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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Customer Reviews
Prior to the publication of this book there were important gaps and inaccuracies in our understanding of the battles for the Falkland Islands. Were Argentinian ground troops cowardly slackards? Were their officers self-serving and tactically incompetent? Was a British officer attempting negotiation under a white flag at Goose Green intentionally fired upon? Was the Argentinian Air Force commanded by a political bureaucrat? The surprising answer to all these question is No, and in a careful and touchingly human review of the activities and decisions of Argentinian forces Middlebrook reveals the tragic gap that developed between Argentinian political leaders and the troops and officers given the difficult task of defending the islands without adequate support as winter closed in. The junta’s colossal mistake of assuming the UK would not fight for the Falklands led to the isolation, suffering, and defeat of the occupation forces and, while ultimately setting the stage for democracy in Argentina, seared a painful wound into the soul of a country already conscious of past failures. Middlebrook’s access to Argentinian commanders, troops, and
families helps reveal the complex social and political landscape of a country which still sees the
"Malvinas" in terms of classical European colonialism. It also reveals the operational planning and
situational understanding of air and land commanders at critical points in the conflict.

Prior to the publication of this book there were important gaps and inaccuracies in our
understanding of the battles for the Falkland Islands. Did Argentinian troops intentionally fire upon a
British officer attempting negotiation under a white flag at Goose Green? Were Royal Marines
successful in their ambush of Argentinian armored vehicles during the initial invasion? Was the
Argentinian Air Force commanded by a fanatical maniac out to establish his service as the dominant
domestic political force? The surprising answer to all these question is No, and in a careful and
touchingly human review of the activities and decisions of Argentinian forces Middlebrook reveals
the tragic gap that developed between Argentinian political leaders and the troops and officers given
the difficult task of defending the islands without adequate support as winter closed in. The junta’s
colossal mistake of assuming the UK would not fight for the Falklands led to the isolation, suffering,
and defeat of the occupation forces and, while ultimately setting the stage for democracy in
Argentina, seared a painful wound into the soul of a country already carrying conscious of past
failures. Middlebrook's access to Argentinian commanders, troops, and families helps reveal the
complex social and political landscape of a country which still sees the "Malvinas" in terms of classical European colonialism. It also reveals the operational planning and situational
understanding of air and land commanders at critical points in the conflict. Students of this subject
will recognize the author as a highly accomplished battle historian.

Martin Middlebrook has once again shown why he is one of the best British authors covering military
history. His masterful account of the Falklands, ‘Operation Corporate’ now has a companion
volume, this time covering the war from the Argentinian point of view. The book is well told and is a
delight to read and only one of very few covering this war from the ‘other side’. You really have to
give it to the pilots flying their aircraft against the British Fleet, they had guts, they knew what they
were in for but continued with their mission. This is a great story, if you can get a copy do so, you
won't be disappointed!
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